The measure of distance between two fuzzy sets is a fundamental tool within fuzzy set theory, however, distance measures currently within the literature use a crisp value to represent the distance between fuzzy sets. A real valued distance measure is developed into a fuzzy distance measure which better reflects the uncertainty inherent in fuzzy sets and a fuzzy directional distance measure is presented, which accounts for the direction of change between fuzzy sets. A multiplicative version is explored as a full maximal assignment is computationally intractable so an intermediate solution is offered.
FS with every α-cut of the other FS. This also results in a more accurate description of distance. This fuzzy distance measure is achieved using a mass assignment (MA) framework [6] , [7] .
Section II provides a background on MAs and semantic unification of FSs which form the basis of the distance measure. Following this, Sections III and IV introduce both a non-directional and directional distance measure, respectively. Demonstrations of the distance measure are then given for non-normal and non-convex fuzzy FSs in Sections V and VI, respectively. Finally, Section VII presents some conclusions.
II. BACKGROUND
A background on MA and semantic unification is presented first. Mass assignment uses a measure of support based on semantic unification, [6] that is generalised in [8] and further in [9] . Distance is commonly calculated using α-cuts, which are related to MAs, such that they both break down the FS along the membership axis. The crucial difference is that, using α-cuts, the membership of an element is ascertained by the maximum α-cut to which it belongs, whereas using masses the membership value is given by the sum of the masses. As the two methods are related, the MA techniques should be applicable to a distance measure just as they are applicable to a support measure.
A. Mass Assignments
Mass is a precise amount of probability assigned to a set of events, rather than individual events. A MA defined on the domain C is written as [10] :
where 2 C is the powerset of the domain C, X i is a subset of the domain C, and x i is the amount of mass assigned to X i . For example, consider the FS F expressed as
where X is the discrete space
To calculate the mass of F , its elements are first ordered such that [10] 
The MA of the FS F is then calculated as follows [10] , [11] 
(2) Note that if the FS is normalised then the mass assigned to the empty set will be 0. For example, given two FSs A and G
Having briefly covered MAs of FSs, the next section introduces semantic unification which will be the basis of the distance measure in this paper.
B. Semantic Unification
Semantic unification assesses the support of a claim A given a ground clause G. As defined in [7] , it does not deal with claims or ground evidence that are inconsistent. However, an extended version described in [8] deals with inconsistent FSs, or alternatively nonnormalised FSs. This work starts with the extended version which is defined as follows for two MAs m A = {A i : a i } and m G = {G j : g j }: Semantic unification thus delivers a FS of truth values indicating the degree of support the fuzzy claim A receives from the fuzzy evidence G. Neither FS is necessarily normalised and so the FS representing the degree of support, similarly, is not necessarily normalised. Though the calculations above multiply the masses to calculate the mass of the resulting set, this is not the most general answer possible. For example, Table II shows a possible maximal assignments applied to the FSs A and G. Calculating the maximal assignment involves maximising the value assigned to {f, t}, then maximising either to {f } or {t}, and then finally assigning mass to ∅. Maximising first to {f, t}, then {t}, {f } and ∅ results in A | G = {t} : 0.5, {f, t} : 0.4, ∅ : 0.1, more uncertain than the multiplicative result. 
III. DISTANCE MEASURES
In [5] a distance measure is based on measuring distance between individual α-cuts. As discussed earlier, MA is also based on α-cuts and so the generalisation is straightforward as presented next. For the distance measure proposed in this paper it is difficult to obtain a maximal MA in the general case, and even in the case analysed here a full maximal assignment is not available; however, a better approximation than the multiplicative case is presented.
A. Mass based distance measure
The MA operator based on a non-directional Hausdorff distance measure [2] , [5] is given in (4) . Using MAs, the two intervals a i,l and b j,k are sets of possibilities, such that a i,l represents all points in A i and b j,k represents all points in B j . To calculate the distance between two subsets A i and B j the following equation is used:
The non-directional distance measure is altered into a directional distance measure [5] as follows (5):
Note that the operation has been reversed from a i,l − b j,k in (4) to b j,k − a i,l within (5), and the absolute value of the distance is no longer used. This is to account for the directional nature of the distance measure, and results in MAs assigned to the positive domain where the FS B is placed to the right of A within the universe of discourse, and MAs in the negative domain otherwise. Table III shows the calculation of the non-directional distance (4) between the two sets A and B as shown in Fig To derive the distance between A and B, the distance measure given in (4) is used and the masses are multiplied as shown in Table III.   TABLE III  DISTANCE MEASURE A distance measure between FSs has been introduced using multiplicative MA, distance using maximal MAs is addressed next .
B. Maximal assignments
The definition of a maximal assignment is one that cannot be reached by means of restrictions or linear combination of any of the other possible assignments. The two types of restriction of concern are defined in (8), Type 1, and (9), Type 2.
The distance measures are special cases of MAs. If both numbers are triangular FSs then the final result is also a triangular FS.
Theorem 1: If the two FSs are similar isosceles triangles then all entries in a distance measure assignment matrix are subsets, supersets or equal to one another.
Proof: Let the two triangles A and B be defined by the parameters as below, then the intervals will be of the form:
which may be rewritten as
where A l and A u , B l and B u are the lower bound and upper bound points of the triangles A and B, respectively; A n and B n are the heights of the slices measured in number of slices; δ is the amount the side of the triangle increases with each slice.
The rates of change of each quantity in the intervals are identical so the result follows immediately. Once δ has been chosen the lower and upper bounds of the intervals are fixed.
Corollary 0.1: Theorem 1 essentially means there are no type 2 restrictions for similar isosceles triangles.
Theorem 2: If the two base FSs are not similar isosceles triangles then there may be entries in a distance measure assignment matrix that are overlapping intervals and are not subsets.
Proof: Let the two triangles be defined by the parameters as below, then the intervals will be of the form:
where A n and B n are the heights of the slices measured in number of slices; δ L is the amount the left hand side of the triangle increases with each slice; δ R is the amount the right hand side of the triangle decreases with each slice.
The two quantities of interest from above are:
If δ L > δ R then if B n is reduced by 1 and A n increased by one, (B n δ L +A n δ R ) will be reduced while simultaneously (B n δ R +A n δ L ) will be raised. Thus, the two intervals (10) and (11) overlap.
Corollary 0.2: Theorem 2 essentially means there may be type 2 restrictions if the two triangles are not similar and isosceles.
The theorems above show that type 2 restrictions are likely to occur in many situations. If only type 1 restrictions are considered then it is easy to see that the distance measure between two nested FSs lies down the main diagonal. This is computationally straightforward and results in more general assignments than the multiplicative assignment. An assumption of independence between the two sets is now not necessary.
Taking this approach with unification, the mass is maximally assigned along the diagonal, as shown in Table IV The assignment in Fig. 3 should be restrictable to the assignment shown in Fig. 2 using type 1 or type 2 restrictions, however neither assignment is reachable from the other. Alternatively, taking the assignment from the other diagonal gives Table V resulting in the assignment in (14) To derive the distance between AD and BD, the distance measure given in (4) is used and the masses are multiplied resulting in (16) and (17). 
The assignment down the left to right diagonal is shown in Table VI .
From Table VI the Again this does not restrict to the product assignment and other orthogonal assignments are needed to make it possible to create a linear combination resulting in the product assignment. The crucial point to see is that four orthogonal assignments are needed to complete the process. The number required rises with the number of slices taken, and the computation quickly becomes intractable.
The diagonal assignment is one of the maximal orthogonal set and the assumption now is that taking this is a better solution than the product MA when applied to the distance measure. It should be noted that this assumption may not be justified for a general MA operator.
IV. DIRECTIONAL DISTANCE
This section describes the directional version of the distance operator (5) with examples of the calculation.
Referring to the two FSs A and B in Fig. 1 , the calculation matrix shown in Table VII is the distance between A and B using the directional distance measure (5) . The masses of A and B are as follows Calculating the distance using (5), as shown in Table  VII , results in the following MAs and FS. Using the same FSs, and thus the same MAs, if the calculation is reversed to measure the distance from B to A, as shown in Table VIII, the quantities are now   TABLE VII  THE 
V. NON-NORMAL FSS AND DISTANCES
This section shows the effect of non-normal FSs in the distance calculation.
A. General case of non-normal distance
The definition in (4) caters for non-normalised sets so redefining A as AN in Fig. 6 results in the calculation shown in Table IX . In this case the maximal assignment has to take care of assignment to the empty set. The maximal assignment would be to assign the mass along the diagonal, in this case the product assignment is more satisfactory but requires the assumption of independence to be justified. Fig. 6. FSs AN and B . The last example, in Fig. 7 , shows that the distance between numbers where non-normalisation is involved is itself a non-normalised FS. It makes sense that it is not possible to measure the distance between sets that don't exist, and so the distance measure itself does not exist either.
B. Maximum likelihood estimates
All the distributions used may be transformed to a single interval by taking the maximum likelihood, least prejudiced values [7] and performing the operations on the transformed values.
Transforming FSs A and B in Fig. 1 to maximum likelihood values results in A = [2.0, 3.0] and B = [7.0, 8.0], and the distance between A and B comes out at D(A, B) = [4.0, 6.0], which accords with standard interval arithmetic. It should be noted here that taking the centres of gravity yields a slightly different answer, with A = 2.5, B = 7.5 and D(A, B) = 5.0, which is more precise and also inaccurate as the uncertainty is not preserved. This will become much clearer when multimodal FSs are dealt with in Section VI.
VI. MULTIMODAL DISTANCE OF NON-CONVEX SETS
This section describes the effect of calculating the distance between a bimodal FS and a unimodal FS. The distance between these FSs should intuitively be bimodal, but that is not necessarily the case. For example, take the two FSs AM and B, shown in Fig.  8 : The measure between AM and B, shown in Fig. 9 , results in a wider FS than the measure between A and B, shown in Fig. 5 , because of the uncertainty about AM . However, it is not multimodal. Extending the width of AM to AE (see Fig. 10 ) results in a bimodal distance measure. Simplifying the intervals in Table XI gives Table XII The resulting distance measure FS between AE and B is shown in Fig. 11 . 
A. Distances between non-normal multimodal FSs
This section describes the effect of calculating the distance between a bimodal FS and a unimodal FS, where one of the bimodal modes is not normal. Take the two FSs AEN and B, shown in Fig. 12 . This has the slices at different levels and the diagonal rule cannot be directly applied to arrive at the assignment required. Slices must be taken at the same level. Table  XIII rectifies this and the assignment is now down the diagonal. The maximal distance measure between AEN and B, see Table XIII , results in a bimodal FS, see Fig. 13 , with one mode lower than the other.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has introduced MA based distance measures extending the work reported in [5] . The distance results are FSs and calculating the maximum likelihood values from the sets indicates that the measures accord with intuition, and is a better result than the centre of gravity approach. Ignoring the type 2 restrictions is an assumption that is likely to be broken often, however the result is computable directly and is more general and easier than the multiplicative method. The number of orthogonal assignments rises with the increased precision of the FS leading an assignment down the diagonal being a less restrictive assignment but is a useful compromise.
Demonstrations have shown the effects with both normal and non-normal as well as convex and nonconvex FSs, and though the paper has dealt with very blocky FSs which simplifies the calculations, the work generalises to countably continuous FSs.
